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Kenai Peninsula Borough

Board of Equalization Hearing Minutes
May 29, 2009 Borough Assembly Chambers

CALL TO ORDER

The Kenai Peninsula Borough Board of Equalization convened on May 29, 2009, in the Assembly
Chambers of the Borough Administration Building in Soldotna, Alaska.  Board Chair Betty Glick
called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.

ROLL CALL

There were present:

Betty Glick, Chair
Barbara Belluomini, Vice Chair
Jerry Hobart
Gary Knopp
Michelle Medley

comprising a quorum of the Board.

Also in attendance were:

Scott Bloom, KPB Assistant Attorney 
Shane Horan, Director of Assessing
Denis Mueller, KPB Residential Appraisal Manager
Steve Ford, KPB Senior Appraiser
Derrill Weaver, KPB Senior Appraiser
Gary Roten, KPB Appraisal System Analyst
Jim Butler, Attorney for the Board of Equalization
Johni Blankenship, Borough Clerk
Shellie Morgan, Deputy Borough Clerk

Board Chair Glick read the statement of procedures for the Board of Equalization hearings.

Borough Clerk Johni Blankenship swore in all those present who provided testimony from  the
Appellant’s and Assessing Department.

(09:08:01)

APPEAL NO. 2009-301
Neil Bergt
Assessor’s Parcel No. 177-011-07
Legal Description 509 Fireweed Avenue

T 6S 13W SEC 17 Seward Meridian HM 2008021 BAYVIEW GARDENS
RASPBERRY COURT VACATION NO 2 AMENDED TRACT 5A

(09:12:00)

APPELLANT’S PRESENTATION

Mr. Bergt stated his home was appraised after it was built in 2004 at $650,000, shortly after the
Kenai Peninsula Borough (KPB) Senior Exemption was amended and only $300,000 of the assessed
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value would qualify as exempt. He said soon after the exemption value changed an Appraiser came
out and valued the home at over $1,000,000, which he appealed, resulting in an adjustment to
$750,000, and within two years of the reduced value the house was again valued over $1,000,000.

Mr. Bergt said he decided to refinance his home because of the dropping interest rates, and wanted
to get as much for his house as possible. He tried to convince the Appraiser to value as high as
possible; however, the Appraiser apologized since the best she could do was a value of $850,000

Mr. Bergt noted the 2008 appraised value of his house was $1,004,800, and was reduced to
$942,700 for 2009. He said the Appraiser had indicated that comparables could be used from
anywhere, even from Seattle. He said that he had inquired locally and did not find anyone who
remembered a sale of $1,000,000 in the Homer area. He further stated that last year there were only
two sales in excess of $500,000.

Mr. Bergt stated the two appraisal’s provided proved the property value was excessive, and felt that
the Borough was just trying to raise revenue. He said the lending Appraisers and Borough
Appraisers should be working within the same standards. He requested his assessed value be
reduced.

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD - None.
(09:16:15)

ASSESSOR’S PRESENTATION

KPB Senior Appraiser Steve Ford gave a summary of the Assessor’s Description Analysis and
Recommendation on page 17 of the Assessor’s evidence and referred to page 40 of the Assessor’s
evidence for review of the house floor plan.

Mr. Ford stated the appeal filed by Mr. Bergt on March 4, 2009 was based on a current fee appraisal
the Appellant had received on the property. He said a full interior and exterior inspection was done
on April 22, 2009. At the time of inspection, several changes were made to the original assessment,
included the roof cover and flooring, adjustments were made in the number of plumbing fixtures,
and the completion level of the basement.

Mr Ford summarized the lender appraisal provided by the Appellant shown on page 8 of the
Appellant’s evidence. He said proper adjustments had not been made to reflect that the comparables
were inferior. 

Mr. Ford referred to the sales comparable chart shown on page 19 of the Assessor’s evidence,
stating that comparable number 4 was a more appropriate comparable to Mr. Bergt’s property. He
said the sales comparison approach was commonly utilized in valuing single family homes. The
cost approach would be more commonly use for new structures with minimum depreciation or
unique structure or limited sales data.

Mr. Ford further stated there was no requirement limiting the location of a comparable. There were
cases where no comparables were available in the same area and adjustments would be made to
address the location of each comparable.

(09:34:01)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD

Board Member Belluomini asked for clarification, would Mr. Ford expect the property to sell for
a higher amount if it were to remain on the market for a longer period of time. Mr. Ford stated that
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houses of this type general stay on the market for longer periods of time, which allowed
opportunities for a buyer who was looking for this type specifically.

(09:36:47)

APPELLANT’S REBUTTAL

Mr. Bergt stated he had obtained the fee appraisal with the intent of financing, and it was his
opinion that the assessment done by the appraiser was done with the intent of raising revenue for
the Borough. He said if the Borough was using a specific process they should be holding seminars
to educate the appraisers in the community of the process.

(09:38:36)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD 

Board Chair Glick noted the assessed value for 2008 was $1,400,800, and the proposed assessment
for 2009 was $971,900, which was a reduction of $32,900. She asked if the reduction had any
bearing on his decision to appeal. Mr. Bergt said no.

Mr. Bergt said he did not appeal the 2008 assessed value because he was busy, and did not have the
time; however, he felt filing an appeal every year was something he should not have to do.

(09:40:26)

ASSESSOR’S REBUTTAL

Mr. Ford stated he was not in conflict with the fee appraisal, the intent of the appraisal had to be
considered, and with the current housing market a lender had to consider how much to extend based
on possibly having to sell the property. He referred to pages 25 and 27 of the Assessor’s evidence
page 25 showed twenty-seven sales in the immediate Homer area where Mr. Bergt’s house was, and
page 27 showed the number of sales over the KPB median ratio, which both support the assessed
value of the Assessing Department.

Mr. Ford requested the Board of Equalization uphold his value recommended based on the
following findings:

1. The Assessor had provided Homer sales ratio studies that indicated the assessments
were not excessive, inequitable or improper.

2. The Appellant had provided an appraisal indicating the market approach value of
the subject was $736,300 to $998,800. This supported the Assessor’s recommended
value of $971,600.

3. The Appellant had provided an appraisal indicating the cost approach value of
$1,091,376. This supported the Assessor’s recommended value of $971,900 and
further suggested the value was not excessive.

Finally, he recommended an assessed value of $157,400 for the land and $814,500 for the
improvements, for a total assessed value of $971,900.

(09:47:56)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD 

Board Member Medley asked if the $900,000 sale shown on page 32 of the Assessor’s evidence was
for a single family home. Mr. Ford said yes.

Board Member Knopp asked if the original 2009 assessment for $942,700 had been increased to
$971,900? Mr. Ford said yes, at inspection some adjustments were made.
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(09:49:31)

SUR-REBUTTAL BY THE APPELLANT

Mr. Bergt responded to Mr. Ford’s statement regarding the intent of the appraiser. He felt an
appraisal should not vary based on the intent of it, and the Borough and lending companies should
be using the same criteria. 

Board Chair Glick closed the hearing.

MOTION TO UPHOLD THE ASSESSOR’S
INCREASED VALUATION: Hobart moved that the Borough Assessor’s

increased valuation on the property described
as Account No.177-011-07owned by Neil
Bergt be upheld for the following reasons:

The Appellant, Neil Bergt, had not provided
sufficient evidence to prove unequal,
excessive, or improper valuation.

Land: $157,400
Improvements: $814,500

Total Assessed Value: $971,900

[Clerk’s Note: The motion died for lack of second.]

MOTION: Belluomini moved to adjourn the hearing and
deliberate in adjudicative session. Attorney
Jim Butler and Borough Clerk Johni
Blankenship were to be included in the
adjudicative session.

SECOND: Medley.

VOTE ON MOTION TO ADJOURN INTO 
ADJUDICATIVE SESSION:
Yes: Belluomini, Hobart, Knopp, Medley, Glick
No: None
MOTION TO ADJOURN INTO
ADJUDICATIVE SESSION PASSED: 5 Yes, 0 No

[Clerk’s Note: The Board went into adjudicative session at 9:52 a.m. and
reconvened at 11:00 a.m.]

MOTION TO UPHOLD THE ASSESSOR’S
ORIGINAL VALUATION: Knopp moved that the Borough Assessor’s

original valuation on the property described
as Account No.177-011-07 owned by Neil
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Bergt be upheld for the following reasons:

The Appellant, Neil Bergt, had provided
sufficient evidence to prove unequal,
excessive, or improper valuation based on the
following:

1. The Appellant had provided sufficient
evidence in the form of a fee appraisal, and
associated relevant cost to establish an
excessive valuation. 2. Two comparables
provided by the Assessing Department
resulted in a disproportionate valuation. 3.
The sales ratio study that was provided for
the Homer area only included five sales that
were over $350,000, most were, in fact, one-
third to one-half of the subject proposed
valuation. 4. Borough-wide sales over
$400,000 only included two in the Homer
area, and did not account for differences in
locations, nor were suitable adjustments
made for the various neighborhoods, or
property features. 5. It was recognized that
this was a reduction from the 2008 assessed
value, the Assessor did not reduce the
assessment  enough to  avoid  a
disproportionate assessment, based on the
unique features that impact the market value.

Land: $157,400
Improvements: $785,300

Total Assessed Value: $942,700

SECOND: Hobart.

VOTE ON MOTION TO UPHOLD THE
ASSESSOR’S ORIGINAL VALUATION:
Yes: Belluomini, Hobart, Knopp, Medley, Glick
No: None
MOTION TO UPHOLD THE ASSESSOR’S
ORIGINAL VALUATION PASSED: 5 Yes, 0 No

(11:04:08)

APPEAL NO. 2009-302
Chinook Enterprises, LLC
Assessor’s Parcel No. 179-124-11
Legal Description 3990 Beluga Circle

T 6S R 13W SEC 21 Seward Meridian HM 0840110 VIRGINIA LYNN
SUB NO 3 LOT 11
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[Clerk’s Note: The Appellant Tim Stage was sworn in prior to the beginning of
Appeal No. 2009-302.]

(11:05:46)

APPELLANT’S PRESENTATION

Mr. Stage said he purchased the property in late 2005, at the time the assessment was $270,000. He
said in 2006 the assessment increased to $360,000 and went unnoticed as he did not open the card;
however, it was noticed on the mortgage the following year when the payment increase $300. He
noted that he did appeal the 2008 assessed value of $371,800, and allowed an interior / exterior
inspection, when the value was reduced to $280,900 he withdrew the appeal.

Mr. Stage said one comparable that was visible from his property was assessed at $225,000 and
recently sold for around $200,000. He stated the comparable had a new roof, fresh paint, and new
pavement. He said his property did not have those new updates and was built in 1987, he felt it was
not an equal comparable. He referred to the comparables he had provided on page 1 of the
Appellant’s evidence, which showed multi-family four-unit properties, he said they were roughly
300 to 500 square-feet less than his property in living space.

Mr. Stage felt that the inspection for the 2008 assessment year with an end result of an assessment
reduction was a good indicator that he would not need to appeal again this year. He said the lenders’
appraiser had also indicated that the Borough assessment was to high

Mr. Stage felt the article submitted by the Assessing Department regarding foreclosures on the
Peninsula was inaccurate as some areas around the country had decreased as much as 50 percent,
and Homer would not be able to maintain at the rate they were now. He said local real-estate agents
had indicated properties which were listed around $300,000 were selling around $50,000 less. He
felt the $50,000 increase in one years time was excessive.

Mr. Stage asked the Assessor if they had inspected the property prior to increasing the assessed
value, and the appraiser responded they had not; however, it was time to increase the value of multi-
family unit properties. 

(11:15:45)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD 

Board Member Belluomini asked how Mr. Stage had calculated his value for the subject property.
Mr. Stage said he felt his property had been over assessed for several years, and it was based on the
higher amount of his assessment compared to the similar neighboring properties.

(11:17:27)

ASSESSOR’S PRESENTATION

KPB Senior Appraiser Derril Weaver gave a summary of the Assessor’s Description Analysis and
Recommendation on page 29 of the Assessor’s evidence. He said the property was located within
the City limits of Homer. He said the KPB Assessing Department had used the non-market adjusted
cost approach on multi-family structures since 1998. He said in 2007 the Assessing Department
began converting two-unit through five-unit multi-family properties, and the Homer area was finally
converted in the 2009 assessment year.

Mr. Weaver said the Appellant did appeal the 2008 assessed value, an interior/exterior inspection
was done, the effective year built was adjusted for multiple issues, and an additional 4 percent was
reduced for physical obsolescence due to one unit being incomplete. He said it was discovered that
the subject property was part of the recently converted market adjusted cost approach, after
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discussing the issue with Appraisal Manager Denis Mueller, it was decided to revert the building
values back to the 2005 cost values for 2008 in an effort to be equitable with similar properties. All
two-unit through five-unil multi-family properties were scheduled for conversion for the 2009
valuation.

Mr. Weaver said he spoke with the Appellant on March 2, 2009 and explained the increased value.
He asked if the previously incomplete remodel was finished, when the Appellant said it was not,
a 2 percent reduction for physical depreciation was applied. He said additional information suppled
by the Appellant indicated an overall quality rating to be changed from “Average” to “Average
minus” these changes resulted in a reduction of $21,000 of the 2009 assessed value.  He said the
Appellant chose to continue his appeal, and was contacted by KPB Senior Appraiser Steve Ford
regarding an inspection. He said Mr. Stage felt another inspection would not be necessary.

Mr. Weaver said the subject property had more finished living area than most three, four, and five-
unit apartment buildings in Homer, it had an attached four car garage, and more bathrooms per unit
than the average multi-family unit. He said the 2009 increase to subject property was 17.44 percent,
and the average increase for multi-family units was 22.39 percent. He said the increase was not a
one year increase, it was a reflection of the fact that the structure values had not changed in four
years. 

Mr. Weaver said a three-unit property sale was discovered. He said the sale price was not disclosed;
however, the deed of trust was considerably higher than the 2009 assessed value. He said twenty-
seven single family residential property sales were qualified in the Homer neighborhood, the
weighted mean of the sales was 93.88 percent, with a median of 94.39 percent. He said eight
inspections were done on three, four and five-unit multi-family properties, with a weighted mean
of 94.93 percent, and a median of 93.58 percent.

(11:34:44)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD

Board Member Belluomini asked how the effective age verses the actual age was determined. Mr.
Weaver said the common practice was to start in the middle, and adjust for normal wear and tear,
or improvements.

Board Member Medley asked for clarification, how incomplete was the unfinished unit. Mr. Weaver
said a weighted chart was used for the calculation.

Board Member Medley asked if the unit was rentable. Mr. Weaver said no.
(11:38:35)

APPELLANT’S REBUTTAL

Mr. Stage addressed the view. Kachemak Bay could not be seen from his property, the only thing
that could be seen was the neighbors property.

Mr. Stage agreed that his comparables were approximately 300 square-feet smaller than his, and
had no garages; however, the higher amount of his assessment was not equitable based on those
facts alone.

Mr. Stage said that property values were going down, people were cutting back, and there were
many listings on the market at this time. He felt if the property were to sell within the next six-
months, it would not be for the assessed value.

(11:44:55)
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QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD

Board Member Belluomini asked which parcel Mr. Stage felt was the most similar to his. Mr. Stage
said parcel number 177-051-11.

(11:48:50)

ASSESSOR’S REBUTTAL

Mr. Weaver noted that if a value was increased because of the view, it would be assigned to the land
value, not the improvement value.

Mr. Weaver requested the Board of Equalization uphold his value recommended below based on
the following findings:

1. Ratio Studies of improved residential property sales in Homer Neighborhood 210
indicated the recommended 2009 assessed value of the subject property was not
excessive, was not unequal to similar properties, and was not valued improperly.

2. Ratio studies of multi-family property sales borough-wide indicated the
recommended 2009 assessed value of the subject property was not excessive, was
not unequal to similar properties, and was not valued improperly.

3. Three multi-family sales comparables were included in a private fee appraisal
provided to the Assessing Department. These sales were all in the subject Homer
neighborhood 210. Two of the sales occurred in 2006 and one in 2007. The 2009
assessed values of these properties were all less than the sale price.

Finally, he recommended a value of $45,800 for the land, and $284,100 for the improvements, for
a total value of $329,900

(11:58:40)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD 

Board Member Knopp asked if the Appellants had provided a fee based appraisal from 2009 with
a value of $280,000. Mr. Weaver said yes.

Board Member Belluomini asked if the assessed value reduction done in 2008, was done as a
goodwill gesture. Mr. Weaver said yes it was.

Board Member Hobart asked if the appraisal on page 8 of the Appellant’s evidence, was for
proposed construction, or was it valued as constructed unfinished. Mr. Weaver said constructed.

(12:05:21)

SUR-REBUTTAL BY THE APPELLANT

Mr. Stage said he still disputed the square footage. The appraisal said 4,600 square feet, and 800
to 900 feet of that was garage, which left 3,700 square-feet of living area, which aligned closely
with the comparables shown on page 1 of the Appellant’s evidence.

Mr. Stage felt four-unit multi-family properties were selling at around $240,000, and he did not
understand how his property could be assessed so much higher. He said the similar properties near
his had been assessed at a lower amount, while his remained higher, showed unequal valuation.

Board Chair Glick closed the hearing.
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MOTION TO UPHOLD THE ASSESSOR”S
ADJUSTED VALUATION: Hobart moved that the Borough Assessor’s

adjusted valuation on the property described
as Account No. 179-124-11 owned by
Chinook Enterprises, LLC be upheld for the
following reasons:

The Appellant, Chinook Enterprises, LLC,
had not provided sufficient evidence to prove
unequal, excessive, or improper valuation
based on the following:

1. The comparables provided by the
Appellant were not equal to the subject
property. 2. The photographs provided
showed the Appellant’s property was of a
superior quality.

Land: $45,800
Improvements: $284,100

Total Assessed Value: $329,900

SECOND: Medley.

VOTE ON MOTION TO UPHOLD THE 
ASSESSOR’S ADJUSTED VALUATION:
Yes: Hobart, Medley, Knopp, Glick
No: Belluomini
MOTION TO UPHOLD THE ASSESSOR’S
ADJUSTED VALUATION PASSED: 4 Yes, 1 No

[Clerk’s Note: The Board recessed for lunch at 12:20 p.m. and reconvened at 1:00
p.m.] 

(01:00:01)

APPEAL NO. 2009-303
Michael & Mary Fell
Assessor’s Parcel No.177-020-35
Legal Description 814 Tasmania West Court

T 6S R 13W SEC 17 Seward Meridian HM 0770061 BARNETT’S SOUTH
SLOPE SUB LOT 16 BLK1

Mr. Fell requested the introduction of new evidence. KPB Residential Appraisal Manager Denis
Mueller objected to the introduction of new evidence as the Assessing Department had not been
able to review or verify the content of the evidence. Mr. Fell said he did not want to add any actual
physical evidence, only refer to items that had already been discussed in earlier hearings. Chair
Glick requested legal advice from Board of Equalization Attorney Jim Butler.

Board Attorney Jim Butler said if the Appellant had documentation that he wanted to discuss, it
would be similar to an outline for an oral presentation. The documents were not actual documents
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to be presented. The Board had the opportunity to waive the validity or probative value of the
information as it applied to the overall argument. He said the Board was also directed to
accommodate as best they could the information provided by the Appellant.

(01:02:24)

APPELLANT’S PRESENTATION

Mr. Fell said he appealed both the 2008 and 2009 assessed value of his property, he said the 2008
appeal resulted in a reduction, and recently closed. He said the 2009 assessment was still a little
high. He felt when the economy was growing the increase was acceptable; however, the economy
had taken a downward trend and he felt the property assessment values should also. He noted that
the Borough did reduce the 2009 assessment by 1 percent; however, the market behavior had
dropped more than 1 percent.

Mr. Fell said in an effort to gather facts he met with several real-estate agents, and was told the
Homer market was a $20,000,000 market, with a standard number of properties that move in a good
year. He said there were 103 sales in 2002, 114 sales in 2003, 120 sales in 2004, 120 sales in 2005,
101 sales in 2006, 106 sales in 2007, and only 90 sales in 2008, which showed that the market had
slowed down. He said the market had not crashed; however, it was slowing and that should
definitely affect the assessed property values. He said during his conversations with the real-estate
agents they had all indicated homes that were selling, were in the $180,000 to $250,000 range, and
that was because they were all entry level homes, and there were multiple programs available to
assist first time buyers, and programs intended to get the economy moving. He said you can qualify
for the first time buyer program even when you were not a first time buyer. You qualified if you had
not applied for a mortgage in three years. He said the real-estate agents also indicated that high end
homes like his were not selling, unless the seller was willing to reduce the price.

Mr. Fell felt that he could not sell his home at the current assessed value, and that a more
appropriate assessment would be a reduction from between $20,000 to $25,000.

(01:14:29)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD 

Board Member Belluomini asked if the 2008 appeal that recently closed, had resulted in a reduction
of the assessed value for 2008 to $348,300 which brought it in range with the 2009 assessed value
of $345,400. Mr. Fell said yes.

(01:15:08)

ASSESSOR’S PRESENTATION

KPB Residential Appraiser Denis Mueller gave a summary of the Assessor’s Description Analysis
and Recommendation on page 5 of the Assessor’s evidence, he said the subject property was a two
level home on .6 acres and was in good repair. He said an interior inspection was performed in April
2007, which resulted in a lower overall quality, correcting the number of bathrooms, and some other
additions. The inspection was done in an effort to resolve both the 2008 and 2009 appeals. He said
based on these changes the Appellant chose to close his 2008 appeal; however, he wished to
continue his 2009 appeal.

Mr. Mueller stated the Appellant’s claim regarding sub-prime lending market devaluation of
property was not supported by the sales ratio study done by the Assessing Department. He said in
the State of Alaska there was one foreclosure for every 2,547 households, and said the Alaska
foreclosure rate was the second-lowest in the nation, the property values were stable, and the
questionable lending practices which destabilized Wall Street did not happen here.
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Mr. Mueller said in a conversation with two Realtors from Homer real-estate firm Alderfer Group,
one indicated that the 2009 assessed values were slightly lower than the sale prices, the other
indicated that the 2008 real-estate market was fairly stable.

Mr. Mueller said it was the responsibility of the Kenai Peninsula Borough to assess all property at
its full and true value as of January 1 of the assessment year, sales market activity after the January
1 date had no affect and was not considered.

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD - None.
(01:22:20)

APPELLANT’S REBUTTAL

Mr. Fell said that he could understand the points made by the appraiser; however, based on his
home being in the higher end of the market, and homes in this range were not moving, the price
assessment should be reduced to more accurately reflect what it would sell for in the current market.

(01:23:13)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD

Board Member Belluomini said she wanted to clarify the status of the Board of Equalization, and
said the Board did not work for the Borough, they were simply members of the public who wished
to be part of the process and wanted to make sure assessments were fair. 

(01:23:53)

ASSESSOR’S REBUTTAL

Mr. Mueller noted that it was currently six-months into 2009, and the properties currently listed on
the market did not have any affect on the 2009 assessments.

Mr. Mueller requested the Board of Equalization uphold his value recommended below based on
the following findings:

1. The Kenai Peninsula Borough Assessing Department made an interior and exterior
inspection of the property on April 7, 2009 and made all necessary changes required
to properly value the property.

2. The ratio study of all sales in the Homer area support the recommended value.
3. The ratio study of all 2 level home sales in the Homer area support the

recommended value.
4. Alaska did not suffer from sub-prime lending as severely as the Lower 48.
5. Real estate values in the Kenai Peninsula Borough, during 2008, did not depreciate

as severely as in the Lower 48.
6. The recommended 2009 assessed value was lower than the 2008 assessed value.

Finally, he requested a land value of $57,800, and $287,600 for the improvements, for a total value
of $345,400.

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD - None.
(01:27:52)

SUR-REBUTTAL BY THE APPELLANT - None.

Board Chair Glick closed the hearing. 
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MOTION TO UPHOLD THE 
ASSESSOR’S VALUATION: Knopp moved that the Borough Assessor’s

valuation on the property described as
Account No. 177-020-35 owned by Michael
& Mary Fell be upheld for the following
reasons:

The Appellants, Michael & Mary Fell, had
not provided sufficient evidence to prove
unequal, excessive, or improper valuation
based on the following:

1. Alaska Statutes and Borough Code of
Ordinance requires the Appellant provide
findings of fact, and prove the property
valuation was unequal, excessive or
improper, and the Appellant had failed to do
so. 2. The Appellant had not provided any
comparables or sales data to demonstrate
unequal or excessive valuation.

Land: $57,800
Improvements: $287,600

Total Assessed Value: $345,400

SECOND: Medley.

VOTE ON MOTION TO UPHOLD
THE ASSESSOR’S VALUATION:
Yes: Belluomini, Hobart, Knopp, Medley, Glick
No: None
MOTION TO UPHOLD THE 
ASSESSOR’S VALUATION PASSED: 5 Yes, 0 No

(01:31:33)

APPEAL NO. 2009-304
Kevin S. Fraley Sr.
Assessor’s Parcel No.175-260-16
Legal Description 3670 Poppy Circle

T 6S R 13W SEC 19 Seward Meridian HM 2003024 FOREST GLEN SUB
NO 4 LOT 4B

(01:32:43)

APPELLANT’S PRESENTATION

Mr. Fraley said he felt the appeal process was difficult. He said he and his son built the duplex out
of pocket in 2006. The intent of the duplex was for he and his wife and daughter to live in one of
the units, and his son and family to reside in the other. He said they needed additional funding to
complete the duplex, and applied for a bank loan, the bank hired an appraiser. He said that was
when they found out a multi-family home was valued much lower than single family homes of equal
size. He said the first appraisal came back at $300,000, which was surprising since they had already
invested $320,000 in the construction. He said they had to then go to another lender as they still
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needed $50,000 to complete the construction. The second appraisal came in at $400,000. He said
there were no comparables to support the Borough assessment, and he felt the home would not sell
on the market for the amount at which it was assessed.

Mr. Fraley referenced page 37 of the Assessor’s evidence which noted only one duplex had been
sold in 2008, and previous years had a higher number of duplexes sold. He said this information
was evidence that the sales were going down. He further stated that the Assessing Departments
statement that duplexes were not being over assessed could not be applied to his duplex.

Mr. Fraley stated his home would not sell for the assessed value, and requested the Board of
Equalization adjust in accordance with the market value.

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD - None.
(01:41:39)

ASSESSOR’S PRESENTATION

KPB Residential Appraiser Denis Mueller gave a summary of the Assessor’s Description Analysis
and Recommendation on page 35 of the Assessor’s evidence. He said Mr. Fraley had indicated his
attorney had advised him not to allow an interior inspection; however, exterior measurements could
be taken. He said Mr. Fraley said they could look through the windows. Mr. Mueller informed the
Appellant that looking through the windows was not done by the KPB Assessing Department.

Mr. Mueller said while performing the exterior inspection on April 8, 2009, Mr. Fraley Jr. invited
him in, at that point he informed Mr. Fraley Jr. that Mr. Fraley Sr. had denied them access to the
interior of the building. Mr. Mueller said the adjustments made during the inspection resulted in
lowering the value as recommended.

Mr. Mueller noted the fee appraisal was done in October 2007, making it more than a year old. He
also noted the fee appraiser said there were few sales of duplexes available as comparables, and
those that were available were inferior to the Appellant’s.

Mr. Mueller said the KPB Assessing Department did not use listings to determine values; however,
they were a good indicator of what properties were being marketed for. He said conversations with
Homer Realtors indicated that assessed values were slightly lower in most cases than the sales  price
and that the market was fairly stable and level.

(01:52:10)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD

Board Member Knopp asked how local adjustments were made based on the sales ratios. He noted
market adjustments made on the subject property and asked if they were done by the number of
levels the home had or by the location. Mr. Roten said a duplex was a house type and would not be
adjusted by the number of levels.

Board Member Knopp asked for an explanation for the different adjustment factors on the
comparable. Mr. Roten said it was a multi-family home not a duplex, and would have a different
multiplier than a duplex.

Board Member Belluomini asked if the 136 multiplier was applied to all duplexes within the
Borough, or was it adjusted according to neighborhood. Mr. Roten said it could be the same;
however, it was based on location.
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(01:57:16)

APPELLANT’S REBUTTAL

Mr. Fraley referred to page 38 of the Assessor’s evidence. He said the statement in the first
paragraph addressed two specific parcels. He said he did check into information on these parcels,
both were still listed, and parcel no. 177-092-12 was now listed at $225,000, the price had dropped
$75,000. He said he also spoke to local real-estate agents, and they had indicated to him the market
was not stable, dropping, and the banks would not approve a loan for more than the fee appraisal.

Mr. Fraley said Mr. Mueller had said the fee appraiser knew the selling price and would adjust the
appraisal price in accordance. He said if the market was in an upward trend a buyer may purchase
a property for more than the appraised value; however, in today’s market conditions it would not
happen.

(02:03:11)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD

Board Member Hobart asked when Mr. Fraley spoke to the Realtors? Mr. Fraley said yesterday.

Board Member Knopp noted Mr. Fraley was so taken aback by the suggestion that a fee appraiser
would artificially inflate the numbers; however, how could you dismiss the differences in their
opinions when one came in at $300,000 and the second one came in at $400,000. Would you say
it was just a matter of opinion? Mr. Fraley said after interviewing the two fee appraisers, it was
apparent that the appraiser with the lower value did not do significant homework, and pretty much
guessed at the appraisal.

Board Chair Glick asked if the appraiser with the lower value, was the same appraiser whom Mr.
Fraley had asked to increase the appraisal, and the appraiser refused. Mr. Fraley said yes.

(02:08:57)

ASSESSOR’S REBUTTAL

KPB Appraisal System Analyst Gary Roten referred to page 9 of the Assessor’s evidence, which
showed the fee appraisal provided by the Appellant. He said there were a few errors on the appraisal
that needed to be addressed, comparable number one had an effective age error, comparable number
two had not been adjusted for effective age, and the same was true for comparable three. He said
this was not a minor error, and the adjustments should have been made.

Mr. Mueller asked Mr. Fraley if he had invested approximately $370,000 into the duplex, and did
that amount include labor or just materials? Mr. Fraley said he had hired out sections of the work.

Mr. Mueller requested the Board of Equalization uphold his value recommended below based on
the following findings:

1. The October 23, 2007 fee appraisal supports the Assessor’s recommendation.
2. The Appellant refused to allow the Kenai Peninsula Borough Assessing Department

access to the interior of the structure.
3. Adjustments were made based on the external inspection, review of the fee appraisal

and information from the owner.
4. Sales ratios for the past three years support the recommended assessed value.
5. The 2009 recommended assessed value was 92.8 percent of the value based on the

income approach. 
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Finally, he requested a value of $53,600 for the land, and an improvement value of $364,100, for
a total assessed value of $417,700.

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD - None.
(02:16:15)

SUR-REBUTTAL BY THE APPELLANT

Mr. Fraley responded to the comments made by Mr. Roten regarding the comparables. He said the
basis of his argument was you could not sell a home for more than the fee appraisers value. He
contemplated why would anyone purchase a home for more than the fee appraisal, and also noted
that a bank would not lend more than the fee appraisal.

Mr. Fraley read a statement which supported his reasons for appealing the 2009 assessed value.

Mr. Fraley referred to the October 2007 bank appraisal, and said the bank would not loan more than
the official bank appraisal; therefore, he could not sell his duplex for more than the appraised value.
He asked the Board of Equalization to adjust the value to equal or less than the official bank
appraisal.

Mr. Fraley noted there was only one duplex sale in 2008 which indicated sales were falling and
prices would have to drop in order for sales to rebound.

Board Chair Glick closed the hearing. 

MOTION TO UPHOLD THE 
ASSESSOR’S VALUATION: Knopp moved that the Borough Assessor’s

valuation on the property described as
Account No. 175-260-16 owned by Kevin S.
Fraley Sr. be upheld for the following
reasons:

The Appellant, Kevin S. Fraley Sr., had not
provided sufficient evidence to prove
unequal, excessive, or improper valuation
based on the following:

1. The fee appraisal was not sufficient
evidence to prove excessive valuation, it was
not enough to sway the burden of proof. 2.
The discussion the Appellant had with the
Realtors was after January 1, 2009, and not
relevant to the assessment year. 3. The fee
appraisal reports showed no adjustments
made for the effective age of comparables. 4.
The Appellant denied access for an interior
inspection.

Land: $53,600
Improvements: $364,100
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Total Assessed Value: $417,700

SECOND: Hobart.

VOTE ON MOTION TO UPHOLD
THE ASSESSOR’S VALUATION:
Yes: Belluomini, Hobart, Knopp Medley, Glick 
No: None
MOTION TO UPHOLD THE 
ASSESSOR’S VALUATION PASSED: 5 Yes,  No

(02:40:27)

APPEAL NO. 2009-305
Avram Kalugin
Assessor’s Parcel No.172-450-22
Legal Description 54470 Rolling Meadows Road

T 5S R 12W SEC 27 Seward Meridian HM 2002089 ROLLING
MEADOWS SUB LOT 10 BLK 2

[Clerk’s Note: The Appellant Avram Kalugin, was not present at the hearing.]
(02:41:53)

ASSESSOR’S PRESENTATION

KPB Senior Appraiser Steve Ford gave a summary of the Assessor’s Description Analysis and
Recommendation on page 4 of the Assessor’s evidence, a complete interior and exterior inspection
was done in March 2009. He said adjustments were made as a result of the inspection and the value
was increased by $5,400.

Mr. Ford said every year hundreds of sales through the Borough were investigated for the purpose
of calibrating the values to reflect the market, once a sale was qualified as a typical market sale it
was then compared to the assessed value in a sales ratio study.

Mr. Ford requests the Board of Equalization uphold his value recommended below based on the
following findings:

1. There had been no evidence provided that indicated the 2009 assessments were
excessive when compared to the sales that occurred prior to January 1, 2009.

2. The Assessor had provided sales ratios studies for the Homer area that support the
assessed values and indicated they were not excessive, inequitable or incorrect.

3. The fee appraiser’s concluded value favors the low end of the market range based
on the Appraiser’s Supplemental Addendum notes and stated short marketing time.

4. The “built to suit” comparisons used by the fee appraiser to arrive at the final value
were not the customary market comparisons.

5. The fee appraisal provided by the Appellant did not provide adequate data to support
the sales comparison method over the cost approach method. The Assessor’s
recommended value falls between the two approach values indicated on the
appraisal report.

Finally, he requested a land value of $65,500, and $376,200 for the improvements, for a total value
of $441,700.
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(02:56 :00)

QUESTIONS BY THE BOARD

Board Member Knopp asked if the ratio adjustment was applied to all one-and-one-half story homes
in the Homer area? Mr. Ford said the same multiplier was used in downtown Homer.

Board Member Knopp asked if other areas of Homer were calculated with a different multiplier.
Mr. Ford said that was possible.

Board Member Belluomini asked if the appraisal submitted by the Appellant was submitted without
the cover page, which listed the Appraiser, and the effective date of the value. Mr. Ford said yes.

Board Chair Glick closed the hearing.

MOTION TO UPHOLD THE ASSESSOR’S
ADJUSTED VALUATION: Hobart moved that the Borough Assessor’s

increased valuation on the property described
as Account No. 172-450-22 owned by Avram
Kalugin be upheld for the following reasons:

The Appellant, Avram Kalugin, had not
provided sufficient evidence to prove
unequal, excessive, or improper valuation
based on the following:

1. The Appellant failed to submit sufficient
evidence to shift the burden of proof.

Land: $65,500
Improvements: $376,200

Total Assessed Value: $441,700

SECOND: Knopp.

VOTE ON MOTION TO UPHOLD THE
ASSESSOR’S ADJUSTED VALUATION:
Yes: Belluomini, Hobart, Knopp, Medley, Glick
No: None
MOTION TO UPHOLD THE ASSESSOR”S
ADJUSTED VALUATION PASSED: 5 Yes, 0 No

ADJOURNMENT 

With no further business to come before the board, Chairperson Glick adjourned the meeting at 3:03
p.m.

I certify the above represents accurate minutes of the Kenai Peninsula Borough Board of
Equalization meeting of May 29, 2009.
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Johni Blankenship, Borough Clerk

Approved by Board of Equalization: 


